
KN-S001 Free sample L=0.1m Wide 100mm

KN-R050 Roll L=5m Wide 100mm

KN-R100 Roll L=10m Wide100mm
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die mark?
HiTech fabric used in aerospace and ballistic protections 

HOW TO USE KIZU-NON

OTHER PRODUCTS COMPARISON

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS MOD. DIMENSIONS

Large die.
Fix one Kizu-non stripes on each die's 
shoulder. This will ensure a long life 
of Kizu-non fabric with an exceptional 
result.

Uretane stripes
The cuts made by pressure on the stripe by the metal sheet are making for the need of moving the stripe 
frequently to have acceptable results. This shorten the stripe life and lowers the productivity.
A-Tape
Because of limited elasticity it is pulled down in the die groove with the risk of angle changes or tooling 
damages. It is not reusable because of adhesive strength from the very first use. Two stripes are 
needed for the die making the cost to double

Small-medium die.
Fix one Kizu-non stripe on the die's 
shoulder with fabric tape or magnets.
Result will be perfect.



AISI304Aluminum

with “kizu-non”

without “kizu-non”

When 
surface 
perfection 
is essential.
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perfect!

USE EXAMPLE

PATENT PENDING

STRONG . Excellent duration! Tested in our laboratories and by our 
customers it provides a working life of many hundreds cycles without 
needing to move it, even with very small radius die.*

ACCURATE . Almost no effect on bend accuracy! It’s thick 1mm but 
becomes only  0,1mm during the bending process and is constant for 
many hundreds bend.

Prevents 
scratches during 
the bending 
process!

Perfect for: 
aluminum, inox, 
glazed, 
pre-painted 
o anodized

The specific elastic texture 
prevents movements down 
in the die groove.

non-scratch sheet

From Japanese advanced research to your workshop!


